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When parents choose ‘screen time’ – Real lives behind the new AAP
guidelines
Alicia  Blum­Ross  discusses  how  the  newly  revised  ‘screen  time’
recommendations  by  the  American  Academy  of  Pediatrics  (AAP)  are
actively  trying  to address  the diversity of parents, but  the conversation
around  ‘screen  time’  still  lacks  counterbalance  to  the  negative
messages  parents  often  receive  about  digital  media.  She  argues
that research findings from the Parenting for a Digital Future project tell
a more nuanced story of digital  technologies and family  life. Alicia  is a
researcher at  the LSE’s Department of Media and Communications.  In
addition  to  her  work  on  the  Parenting  for  a  Digital  Future  research
project, she is interested in youth media production. [Header image credit: K. Love, CC BY­SA 2.0]









echo the proposals  in our  ‘screen time’ policy brief,  that context and content are more  important
than  strict  limits  on  time.  Yet  the  AAP  has  kept  –  and  indeed  lowered  by  an  hour  –  their
recommendations  on  time  limits.  Time­based  monitoring  is  also  reinforced  by  the  appealingly









‘threenagers’).  As  we  have  so  often  found  in  the  interviews  we  conducted  with  parents  in  our
Parenting  for a Digital Future research project,  this causes parents  to  feel significant guilt about




markedly more common  from mothers and  from  those with greater privilege  in  terms of  time or
financial  resources. When  the  mainstream media  focuses  on  children’s  ‘obsession’  with  digital
media  there’s an easy  leap  to criticising parents  (especially mothers)  for doing something other
than  focusing exclusively  on  their  children  –  even when  they  use  digital media  as  part  of  their
parenting. With the renewed emphasis on co­viewing in the AAP guidelines (long correlated with
positive outcomes for reading and pro­social development, and notably often true in lower income
and migrant households),  there  is potential  for parents  to have yet another  task  to  feel  they are
failing at – even when they are not.
What  is  worrisome  is  that  digital  media  (and  optimising,  regulating  and  curating  them)  have
already become another avenue  through which  the  ‘project of parenting’  is  intensified. Deciding
how much  (or  little)  screen  time  to  allow  children  has  joined breastfeeding  as  one  of  the  great
preoccupations  of  privileged  parents.  But  not  all  parents  are  well  positioned  to  restrict  their
children’s screen time, and nor do they always want to. There are real parents and families behind
these  recommendations,  and  the  truth  is  that  many  parents  choose  to  have  media­filled
households  for  reasons other  than  ‘mere’  convenience.  If  we  consider why  low­income  parents
would  disproportionately  invest  in  digital  media,  given  their  limited  resources,  we  can  see  a
number of proactive reasons that parents  invest  in screens to help their children learn and keep
them safe. Within our study of 70+ families in London:
Several families living below or near the poverty line spent disproportionate amounts of their income
purchasing digital media in the hope it would help their children with their education. Working single
mother of three Cecilia Apau¹ saw the tablets she purchased as helping her children improve in “maths,
spelling, reading, anything… I want them to learn every day.”
Some families lived in unsafe neighbourhoods, so their children’s physical safety was a greater
preoccupation than their screen time. Anna Michaels, mother of 13-year-old Derrick said “there’s a lot of
gang violence around here,” so she was happy when she could keep tabs on her son while he was
indoors playing video games or watching TV.
Families were often physically separated – sometimes over great distances. For migrant families
(including refugees), digital media may provide a cost effective way of maintaining ties. Wembe Kazadi, a
father of two who came to the UK from Central Africa, described how he had not seen his daughter
since she was an infant, but they’d been “speaking on the phone… their mother had Viber and
WhatsApp so they could see that I was sending pictures and they were sending pictures to me as well.”
In some families, especially those where parents do not speak English as a native language, children
may take on ‘brokering’ responsibilities via digital and non-digital media, for instance by translating
emails from the school or doctor for their parents. Digital media also help immigrant parents keep their
children in contact with their parents’ country of origin, family, culture or language. Nine year old
Mariana Ferreira exclusively watches Portuguese language satellite TV. Her mother Claudia said she
wanted Mariana to “know [she] is Portuguese” and to be able to communicate with friends and family
when they visit Claudia’s childhood home in Portugal.
Digital media can significantly facilitate life for families with children with special educational needs and
disabilities, although they can also introduce risks or have barriers to use. Many parents of children with
disabilities see both the potential and the problems of technology. Describing his 15 year old son Jake
(who has Autism), Robert Kostas was grateful that his son often plays games because it allows him to
play with his brother and peers by means of a shared experience; an important experience for someone
described by his father as otherwise “not comfortable in social situations [and who] finds it difficult to
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make friends.” Yet, in the same breath Mr Kostas was worried that Jake was becoming “too addicted” to
digital media.
Changing the conversation around screen time, then, isn’t just about easing middle class parents’
anxiety – although that  is probably overdue as well.  It’s also about recognising that  there are as
many  ways  of  ‘good’  parenting  with  screens  as  well  as  without  them.  A  recent  British  study
revealed  that  most  parents,  regardless  of  circumstance,  already  engage  in  many  activities
associated with  ‘good parenting’  (the  authors  cite  activities  like  reading  and playing  sports with
children,  going  to  parents’  evenings).  However,  this  research  also  showed  that  the  most
advantaged  (read: wealthy, educated) parents do markedly more of  these activities  than others,
and that they also spend a lot more money doing so. This sets an (unrealistic) benchmark against
which other parents are judged to be deficient. In short, while it was once possible to distinguish




example,  is  helpful  in  many  ways:  in  giving  parents  and  children  a  context  in  which  they  can
determine together what their priorities are, and in an ideal world acknowledge each other’s values
and interests. If parents can do this, as Anne Collier describes, with ‘open hearts and open minds’
then  this  can  be  a  great  basis  for  mutual  understanding  and  enjoyment.  But  this  is  also
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